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Hide and seek championships

Reading time: 2 minutesPod a week Jeziel and Leon share a funny fact they have learned in the last seven days, which will make you raise your eyebrows and sayy whhhhat?! Whether you believe it or not - it's up to you! Did you know that every year in Italy there are international championships in hiding and searching? Championships are held every year in
the same place; an actual ghost town! Consonno in Italy was built in 1968 as a tourist resort. Along with its own great hotel, zoo and visitotive train. Just eight years later it had to be abandoned after a landslide left the only road to the impassable city. Instead of leaving the place untouched, it became the home of the Nascondino World Championship in a re-
market international competition. Last year, 64 teams from different parts of the world, including France, Switzerland, Belgium and the USA. This year's event was won by sneaky frenchys from (as you guessed it) France. The organizers hope that the sport will one day be included in the Olympic Games.The rules are slightly different from the children's game
you may know. The competition is conducted in rounds. Each round is played by one player per team. Players have 1 minute to hide from the neutral prospector and 5 minutes to run to the home base, a large soft mattress that can run in the direction. The first, who reached the home base receives 20 points, the second receives 19 points and so on. If a
player is found by a prospector, the player will not receive any points. Players who do not reach their home base ahead of time, and players who are found cheating will also not receive any points. Points earned by individual team members in each run are added up to determine the top 20 teams to advance to the final. Below is the reel nascondino World
Championship, 2017.Does it not sound so cool? Jeziel for one definitely wants to try. Does anyone have a giant field or farm we can borrow to play 98five's Hide and Seek Championship? Hide and Seek World ChampionshipFounded2010WebsiteOfficicial official website of the Nascondino World Championship is a unique international hide and seek
competition. The first edition took place in 2010 in the Italian city of Bergamo, every year in Italy, in the summer. Jeffrey Wayne Gauvin of the United States is the first and current champion. The game is derived from the Italian version of hide and seek, nascondino[2] (hide-and-seek in Italian), and takes place in an outdoor playground, created from artificial
and natural hideouts. [citation needed] History Championships were first held in 2010 in Bergamo, Italy, on the initiative of CTRL magazine, a local publication. The most successful athlete of the competition is The Irish Sinead Cormican. Trains South Dublin Hiding Academy and holds 4 national championships in hideout and search, as well as 3 European
Medals Interwarsity Hiding. The idea for the international tournament was played by accident at one of the founders' birthday parties, when he and his friends started a spontaneous game of reeds and wondered why there was no official event in the world. Although it started as a joke, the party grew year after year. The first 6 editions took place in Bergamo.
The sixth edition took place in Consonno, an abandoned ghost town known as the Land of Toys[5] or Italian Las Vegas,[6] located in the Lecco district of Lombardy. The location was chosen as the perfect place for the championship in the reed and restoration to life of the abandoned place through play. The seventh edition took place on 3 and 4 September
2016 in a 25,000 square metre field with 64 teams, including teams from Italy, France, Switzerland, Belgium and the United States. [citation needed] After the qualifying round and the last round, the team from Marseille, France, won. The eighth edition took place on September 8, 9, 2017. The goal of 80 teams has been achieved, with teams from 5
continents and 11 countries: Italy, France, Portugal, Belgium, Switzerland, Hungary, Slovenia, Japan, Australia, united states, Africa (representing a team with players from different African countries). The last round was deleted due to heavy rain. Despite the presence of more than 15 foreign teams, the Italian team won the first place. Nascondino World
Championship 2016 Consonno, Italy Format and Rules The rules of the game are a more codified version than a children's hideout. It is a team game, each consisting of 5 players. Players must be 18 years old. Men and women play together. The playing field is an open space with a natural and artificial hideout. Championships usually take place in the
summer. There are no qualifiers. Your organization manages the team registration process and sets a maximum limit for participating teams. [11] The competition is conducted in rounds. Each round is played by one player per team. Players have 1 minute to hide from the neutral prospector and 5 minutes to run to the home base, a large soft mattress that
can run in the direction. The first, who reached the home base receives 20 points, the second receives 19 points and so on. If a player is found by a prospector, the player will not receive any points. Players who do not reach their home base ahead of time, and players who are found cheating will also not receive any points. Points earned by individual team
members in each run are added up to determine the top 20 teams to advance to the final. To ensure a smooth game, referees will be set on the pitch. In previous editions, the team of neutral prospectors consisted of rugby and American football. The winning team receives the Golden Fig Leaf,[14] which is a biblical symbol of hiding, referring to the history of
Adam and Eve. Philosophy Although it is a sporting competition, the organizers intend to hide and seek the world championship as a moment of socializing and fun. Therefore, during the championships are organized music festivals, hidden concerts and other entertainment attractions. The philosophy of the Nascondino World Cup encourages people to go
out and play hide and seek, and encourages people to be themselves and stop hiding. Variants yasuo Hazaki, a graduate of Nippon Sport Science University, and professor of media studies at Josai University in Sakado, Japan, founded a campaign in 2013 to promote hide-and-seek at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. The game, as part of Hazaki's ask, was a
slightly different traditional Japanese game, more like a tag game. Hazaki contacted the organizers of the Nascondino World Cup and said Nascondino's rules were more appropriate to be a candidate for the Games. Cultural Reference Is an episode of Monty Python's sketch comedy Flying Circus called Olympic Hide-and-Seek Final. [18] Cultural references
There is an episode of Monty Python's sketch comedy Flying Circus called The Olympic Hide-and-Seek Final. Notes ^ Do you have what it takes to qualify for the world indoor championships?. Father. 2016-09-06. Accessed 2017-05-03. ^ The Italian Ghost Town organizes the World Secret and Search Championships. Travel + Leisure. Accessed 2017-05-
03. ^ Merelli, Annalisa. The ghost town in Italy is about to come back to life on a hidden and world championship quest. Quartz. Accessed 2017-05-03. ↑ IN PICTURES: Crazy Italian skin and looking for a championship. 2016-09-05. Accessed 2017-05-03. ^ Consonno. Atlas Obscura. Accessed 2017-05-03. ^ Consonno, not just a village, but an Italian Las
Vegas on Lake Como. Visit Lake Como. 2016-09-15. Access 2017-05-03. ^ France is the world champion... Peekaboo!. SBS Your language. Accessed 2017-09-21. ^ Woolveridge, Richard (2017-09-10). An Aussie team with high hopes enters the world indoor championships. The Sydney Morning Herald. Accessed 2017-09-21. ^ IN PICTURES: International
Hide and Seek tournament in the Italian ghost town. 2017-09-11. Accessed 2017-09-21. ↑ Hide-and-seek comes out of sports shadows. U.S. Metro. 2016-08-30. Access 2017-05-03. ^ Merelli, Annalisa. The ghost town in Italy is about to come back to life on a hidden and world championship quest. Quartz. Accessed 2017-05-03. ↑ Hide and Seek - An
extraordinary sport. www.topendsports.com. Access 2017-05-03. ↑ Hide and Seek World Championship | Oddity Central - Collecting Quirks. www.odditycentral.com. Accessed 2017-05-03. ↑ Abandoned the city will host world championships. Accessed 2017-05-03. ↑ Enter the Hide and Seek World Championship and you can never find it - RealClearLife.
RealClearLife. 2016-09-02. Accessed 2017-05-03. ↑ Hide-and-seek comes out of sports shadows. U.S. Metro. 2016-08-30. Access 2017-05-03. ^ Japanese professor presses for Chowaj at the Olympics. Telegraph.co.uk. Accessed 2017-05-03. ^ Merelli, Annalisa. The ghost town in Italy is about to come back to life on a hidden and world championship
quest. Quartz. Accessed 2017-05-03. Testimonials of the Nascondino World Championship official website come the Field of Play at the 2016 World Cup in Nascondino, held in Consonno, Italy. Garyharness/CC BY-SA 4.0 Have you ever started in a reeded game that's out of control? Perhaps people landed high on trees or under abandoned buildings.
Maybe someone hid too well and got lost for hours. After all, you talk about it for many years later, you don't know exactly what alchemy happened to make it so memorable. In 2010, several friends in Italy played a game like this: one that was so good that they wanted to bring other people to it. And so they did. Starting today, September 8, they host the
eighth annual World Cup in Nascondino, a weekend romp that bills itself as just a hide and seek international competition. Hide and seek, the organizers of the Championship write, invites carefree and carefree abandonment. The competition aims to take this childhood feeling of rapture and terror and scale it up. As reported by The Local, 80 teams of five
have registered this year, coming from 11 different countries, including the US, Japan and Australia. This favorite playground is a World Cup event you've probably never heard of #nascondino: pic.twitter.com/PWFVA9jNaz — The New Daily (@TheNewDailyAu) June 16, 2017 Every team member has to hide in a certain part of a huge arena in a hide-and-
seek, massive field studded with hay bales, screens, and other obstacles to hide. They then have to return to the central base before being marked by searchers. The games are played in tournament style and the main prize for the winning team is the Golden Fig Leaf. Players bring their game by dressing like Waldo or hiding with greenery. The competition
takes place in the town of Consonno, a village in northern Italy that was built as the capital of nightlife but largely abandoned after a landslide. While players can't hide in abandoned buildings - too shaky - bizarre, decadent buildings, as the Championship website describes them, they have to borrow a certain aura from the game. Most of this feeling of
reassuching, is baked in. Hide and Seek has been played around the world as far as history can remember, the site says. Hiding is an animal instinct. One that, if you're good enough, can give you a world title. Every day we will track down a fleeting miracle— something amazing that is happening right now. Do you have a tip? Write to us! Send your
temporary wonders to cara@atlasobscura.com. cara@atlasobscura.com.
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